




















Lion of Malaya Errata and Clarifications Fixed and 
Amended in Standalone Tiny Battle Publishing Version 
 

Errata: 
Units: 47th Infantry Brigade: the counter (and the rules are wrong), it should be the 44th 
Infantry Brigade (as shown on the inset map). Remember that the 44th and 47th are thus the 
same unit.  

Terrain Effect: consider Singapore city area on the inset map Jungle. Why? Dense urban 
terrain with more defensive position, and by the time you are fighting in it, plenty of rubble. 

 

Clarifications: 
Divisions and the Fortress Singapore Scenario: The division designations on the Singapore 
map are for assets. At this stage of the campaign, except for the Australians (Bennet did not 
want his own units under other commanders, but he took the 44th Indian as attachment), the 
other CW divisions were a hodgepodge of different brigades. The AT company from the 11th 
Indian could simply be attached to one of the two units in the sector.  

Overstacking:  yes, it is allowed on the inset map, and one of the unit will be combat 
ineffective, you decide which.  

Assets: they are not combat units and do not count as a step. They do not suffer step losses. 
They suffer the fate of the unit they are attached to. Remember each asset is attached to a 
particular unit.  
 
Amphibious Landing: the IJA (or the CW) can chose any kind of sequence, but each 
amphibious combat will be resolved as an assault. So option 2 is correct (and units moved 
by sea actually enter the area). 

Cross-Strait Assault DRM: Japanese have a -2 DRM for cross strait assault 
 
First Turn:  the first turn will have two player couplets. so the Japanese (followed by the 
CW) player will have another chance  to cross the straits (and can chose movement and 
combat rather than combat and movement), plus the Japanese can use infiltration 
movement. 
 
Singapore Island Map Terrain:  on Singapore island, only the central area is jungle, 
everything else is plantation or clear 
 
 
 
Counter Changes: 
47th Infantry:  changed to 44th Infantry 
 
Panic Markers:  counters for Elksbane (SITW Expansion) replaced with additional “Panic” 
markers 
 
Cosmetic:  white lines removed between some counters to expand bleed on counter sheet 
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